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I. A New Literary Form
It’s easy to assume that because the gospels are the the first books that we
encounter when we turn to the N.T. that they are the first books written. Of course
we’ve already seen that that is not the case. The first book considered scripture
and circulated among the churches was James, soon followed by Galatians and
then the rest of Paul’s letters.

ln fact, the gospels were written not for unbelievers or for evangelism, but for the
the emerging church. There were many pieces of tradition floating around. Some
oral, some fragments, hymns, narratives. It became increasingly crucial that all
these pieces of tradition to be gathered and put together into some kind of orderly
account.  *** see John 7:53-8:11 as example

And so we have the birth of a completely new form of writing - The Gospel. Not a
biography, not a history, not memoirs, but something completely unique in all
literature up to that time. Thus, my title.

II. Who and Where
1. Mark is John Mark, part of Paul’s missionary team, and who has “become” useful
    to Paul. Though John Mark is a remarkable character, writing an inspired gospel
    was beyond him since he was not an apostle. The person behind Mark is the
    apostle Peter. This is confirmed in 1 Peter 5:12-13 which tells us that Mark was
    with Peter in Rome. And just like his letter, Peter uses an amanuensis to write.
2. Rome is the probable origin and destination:
   a) unique to Mark are the words: “Everyone will be salted with fire (9:49) - this
       would have special meaning for Xtians who would experience the great fire of
       Rome (a.d. 64). Also, Xtian’s would be burned in Nero’s gardens & at the
       stake.
   b) four watches are used throughout the gospel - this was Roman reckoning, not
       Jewish which had 3 sections marking the clock.
   c) Mark uses the LXX for his quotations and always translates anything said in
       Aramaic; 5:41; 7:3; 11; 34; 14:36; 15:42; ** and Jewish customs.
   d) The question of Jesus’ identity reaches it’s climax with the confession of a
       Roman centurion. 15:39.
   e) It is full of action and drama. Mark uses terse language, “immediately” is one of
       his favorites. No Sermon on the Mount, No extended denouncement of the
       Scribes & Pharisees, etc. Some O.T. Scripts used, but not a lot.

III. What It’s Like
1. The opening words are striking as they are chosen to immediately involve Mark’s
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   readers in something that they would be familiar with:

• To those of Rome - The beginning of the gospel - gospel/evangel was a 
             word that Romans were familiar with. Not an coined by Xtians, but often

    used to describe the birthday or some special event in the life of
             the emperor.

• Jewish Xtians would be reminded of Isa. 52:7-10. 
2. We can see what Mark was doing when we look at how the gospel is structured:
   • birth - 30 years - one verse, vs. 1 of chpt. 1
   • ministry prep - 1:9-13 [baptism & temptation]
   • ministry ~2 1/2 years  1:14 - 8:29  [mostly healing with some teaching]
   • death & resurrection - 1 week. 8:29-16:8.

3. Peter’s confession is a great turning point in Mark’s gospel. In 8:27-30 Jesus
    asks the critical question: “Who do you say I am?”

8:29 - he began to teach them . . .
9:31 - he was teaching the disciples, saying to them . . .
10:32-34 -  they were on the road, going up to Jerusalem . . .
10:45 - a ransom for many

The second confession - “Truly this man was the son of God . . .”

IV.  So What!

1) Meant to bring you to the place where you confess with Peter that Jesus of
     Nazareth is the Messiah. Reading the gospel through should strengthen that
     conviction. I would encourage you to read it through at one sitting

2) Concludes with straight forward account of the Resurrection. Has all the marks
     of authenticity. We often think that each account should be exactly alike. Not at
     all. this would give real doubt. The restraint shown in the account lends great
     credibility.

3) Call to humble service - 10:45, very chocante for any Roman to hear this. A
     servant is not greater than his master. This is a pattern for us.

   - 8:34-36 - we rarely come to grips with giving up our life.


